Deriving the rate equations for product inhibition patterns in bisubstrate enzyme reactions.
In this work, the full rate equations for 17 completely reversible bisubstrate enzyme kinetic mechanisms, with two substrates in the forward and two in the reverse direction, have been presented; among these are rapid equilibrium, steady-state, and mixed steady-state and rapid equilibrium mechanisms. From each rate equation eight product inhibition equations were derived, four for the forward and four for the reverse direction. All the corresponding product inhibition equations were derived in full; thus a total of 17 x 8 = 136 equations, were presented. From these equations a list of product inhibition patterns were constructed and presented in a tabular form, both for the primary plots (intercept effects) and the secondary plots (slope effects). The purpose of this work is to help investigators in practical work, especially biologists working with enzymes, to choose quickly an appropriate product inhibition pattern for the identification of the kinetic mechanism. The practical application of above product inhibition analysis was illustrated with three examples of yeast alcohol dehydrogenase-catalyzed reactions.